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Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

Elements of Electromagnetics
Schaum's Outline of Differential Equations, 3ed
The discipline of antenna theory has experienced vast technological changes. In response, Constantine Balanis has updated
his classic text, Antenna Theory, offering the most recent look at all the necessary topics. New material includes smart
antennas and fractal antennas, along with the latest applications in wireless communications. Multimedia material on an
accompanying CD presents PowerPoint viewgraphs of lecture notes, interactive review questions, Java animations and
applets, and MATLAB features. Like the previous editions, Antenna Theory, Third Edition meets the needs of electrical
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engineering and physics students at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate levels, and those of practicing
engineers as well. It is a benchmark text for mastering the latest theory in the subject, and for better understanding the
technological applications. An Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available
from the Wiley editorial department.

An Introduction to Classical Electromagnetic Radiation
This book covers the basic electromagnetic principles and laws from the standpoint of engineering applications, focusing on
time-varying fields. Numerous applications of the principles and law are given for engineering applications that are
primarily drawn from digital system design and electromagnetic interference (Electromagnetic Compatibility or EMC). Clock
speeds of digital systems are increasingly in the GHz range as are frequencies used in modern analog communication
systems. This increasing frequency content demands that more electrical engineers understand these fundamental
electromagnetic principles and laws in order to design high speed and high frequency systems that will successfully
operate.

Electrical Engineering
Engineering Dynamics
This long awaited sequel features: new flipping and manipulation techniques; self-defense and restraining methods; the
balisong and the law; refurbishing the balisong; a catalog showing virtually every production butterfly with complete
specifications and a look at Pacific Cutlery, maker of the world's finest balisongs.

Solutions Manual, Elements of Engineering Electromagnetics, Fifth Edition
The most up-to-date, comprehensive treatment of classical and modern antennas and their related technologies Modern
Antenna Handbook represents the most current and complete thinking in the field of antennas. The handbook is edited by
one of the most recognizable, prominent, and prolific authors, educators, and researchers on antennas and
electromagnetics. Each chapter is authored by one or more leading international experts and includes cover-age of current
and future antenna-related technology. The information is of a practical nature and is intended to be useful for researchers
as well as practicing engineers. From the fundamental parameters of antennas to antennas for mobile wireless
communications and medical applications, Modern Antenna Handbook covers everything professional engineers,
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consultants, researchers, and students need to know about the recent developments and the future direction of this fastpaced field. In addition to antenna topics, the handbook also covers modern technologies such as metamaterials,
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), frequency selective surfaces (FSS), and radar cross sections (RCS) and their
applications to antennas, while five chapters are devoted to advanced numerical/computational methods targeted primarily
for the analysis and design of antennas.

Solutions Manual to Accompany Antenna Theory
Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields A Classic Reissue in the IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory Donald
G. Dudley, Series Editor "When I begin a new research project, I clear my desk and put away all texts and reference books.
Invariably, Harrington's book is the first book to find its way back to my desk. My copy is so worn that it is falling apart."--Dr.
Kendall F. Casey, SRI "In the opinion of our faculty, there is no other book available that serves as well as Professor
Harrington's does as an introduction to advanced electromagnetic theory and to classic solution methods in
electromagnetics."--Professor Chalmers M. Butler, Clemson University First published in 1961, Roger Harrington's TimeHarmonic Electromagnetic Fields is one of the most significant works in electromagnetic theory and applications. Over the
past forty years, it proved to be a key resource for students, professors, researchers, and engineers who require a
comprehensive, in-depth treatment of the subject. Now, IEEE is reissuing the classic in response to requests from our many
members, who found it an invaluable textbook and an enduring reference for practicing engineers. About the IEEE Press
Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory The IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory offers outstanding coverage
of the field. It consists of new titles of contemporary interest as well as reissues and revisions of recognized classics by
established authors and researchers. The series emphasizes works of long-term archival significance in electromagnetic
waves and applications. Designed specifically for graduate students, researchers, and practicing engineers, the series
provides affordable volumes that explore and explain electromagnetic waves beyond the undergraduate level.

Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40
million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow,
topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This
Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-todate developments in your course field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your classroom
text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your
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best test scores! Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved.

Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronic Systems
Advanced Engineering Dynamics
Principles of Electromagnetic Waves and Materials is a condensed version of the author's previously published textbook,
Electromagnetic Waves, Materials, and Computation with MATLAB. This book focuses on lower-level courses, primarily
senior undergraduate and graduate students in electromagnetic waves and materials courses. It takes an integrative

Engineering Electromagnetics
This updated and expanded version of the very successful first edition offers new chapters on controlling the emission from
electronic systems, especially digital systems, and on low-cost techniques for providing electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
for consumer products sold in a competitive market. There is also a new chapter on the susceptibility of electronic systems
to electrostatic discharge. There is more material on FCC regulations, digital circuit noise and layout, and digital circuit
radiation. Virtually all the material in the first edition has been retained. Contains a new appendix on FCC EMC test
procedures.

Engineering Electromagnetics
A clear exposition of the dynamics of mechanical systems from an engineering perspective.

Elements of Engineering Electromagnetics
Advanced Dynamics is a broad and detailed description of the analytical tools of dynamics as used in mechanical and
aerospace engineering. The strengths and weaknesses of various approaches are discussed, and particular emphasis is
placed on learning through problem solving. The book begins with a thorough review of vectorial dynamics and goes on to
cover Lagrange's and Hamilton's equations as well as less familiar topics such as impulse response, and differential forms
and integrability. Techniques are described that provide a considerable improvement in computational efficiency over the
standard classical methods, especially when applied to complex dynamical systems. The treatment of numerical analysis
includes discussions of numerical stability and constraint stabilization. Many worked examples and homework problems are
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provided. The book is intended for use on graduate courses on dynamics, and will also appeal to researchers in mechanical
and aerospace engineering.

Student Solutions Manual for Zill/Wright's Differential Equations with Boundary-Value
Problems, 8th
Advanced Engineering Mathematics
CD-ROMs contains: 2 CDs, "one contains the Student Edition of LabView 7 Express, and the other contains OrCAD Lite 9.2."

Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics: Pearson New International Edition
This book present the lecture notes used in two courses that the late Professor Kasra Barkeshli had offered at Sharif
University of Technology, namely, Advanced Electromagnetics and Scattering Theory. The prerequisite for the sequence is
vector calculus and electromagnetic fields and waves. Some familiarity with Green's functions and integral equations is
desirable but not necessary. The book provides a brief but concise introduction to classical topics in the field. It is divided
into three parts including annexes. Part I covers principle of electromagnetic theory. The discussion starts with a review of
the Maxwell's equations in differential and integral forms and basic boundary conditions. The solution of inhomogeneous
wave equation and various field representations including Lorentz's potential functions and the Green's function method are
discussed next. The solution of Helmholtz equation and wave harmonics follow. Next, the book presents plane wave
propagation in dielectric and lossy media and various wave velocities. This part concludes with a general discussion of
planar and circular waveguides. Part II presents basic concepts of electromagnetic scattering theory. After a brief discussion
of radar equation and scattering cross section, the author reviews the canonical problems in scattering. These include the
cylinder, the wedge and the sphere. The edge condition for the electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of geometric
discontinuities are discussed. The author also presents the low frequency Rayleigh and Born approximations. The integral
equation method for the formulation of scattering problems is presented next, followed by an introduction to scattering
from periodic structures. Part III is devoted to numerical methods. It begins with finite-difference methods to solve elliptic
equations, and introduces the finite-difference time-domain method for the solution of hyperbolic and parabolic equations.
Next, the part turns to the method of moments for the solution of integral equations. This part ends with a short
introduction to the finite-element method.

Electricity and Magnetism
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Introduction to Electrodynamics
Engineers do not have the time to wade through rigorously theoretical books when trying to solve a problem. Beginners
lack the expertise required to understand highly specialized treatments of individual topics. This is especially problematic
for a field as broad as electromagnetics, which propagates into many diverse engineering fields. The time h

Classical Theory of Electromagnetism
A thorough description of classical electromagnetic radiation, for electrical engineers and physicists.

Elements of Electromagnetics
Balanis’ second edition of Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics – a global best-seller for over 20 years – covers the
advanced knowledge engineers involved in electromagnetic need to know, particularly as the topic relates to the fastmoving, continually evolving, and rapidly expanding field of wireless communications. The immense interest in wireless
communications and the expected increase in wireless communications systems projects (antenna, microwave and wireless
communication) points to an increase in the number of engineers needed to specialize in this field. In addition, the
Instructor Book Companion Site contains a rich collection of multimedia resources for use with this text. Resources include:
Ready-made lecture notes in Power Point format for all the chapters. Forty-nine MATLAB® programs to compute, plot and
animate some of the wave phenomena Nearly 600 end-of-chapter problems, that's an average of 40 problems per chapter
(200 new problems; 50% more than in the first edition) A thoroughly updated Solutions Manual 2500 slides for Instructors
are included.

Principles of Electromagnetic Waves and Materials
Providing an ideal transition from introductory to advanced concepts, Electromagnetics, Second Edition builds a foundation
that allows electrical engineers to confidently proceed with the development of advanced EM studies, research, and
applications. This second edition of a popular text continues to offer coverage that spans the entire field, from electrostatics
to the integral solutions of Maxwell’s equations. The book provides a firm grounding in the fundamental concepts of
electromagnetics and bolsters understanding through the use of classic examples in shielding, transmission lines,
waveguides, propagation through various media, radiation, antennas, and scattering. Mathematical appendices present
helpful background information in the areas of Fourier transforms, dyadics, and boundary value problems. The second
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edition adds a new and extensive chapter on integral equation methods with applications to guided waves, antennas, and
scattering. Utilizing the engaging style that made the first edition so appealing, this second edition continues to emphasize
the most enduring and research-critical electromagnetic principles.

Fundamentals of Applied Electromagnetics
Fundamental of Engineering Electromagnetics not only presents the fundamentals of electromagnetism in a concise and
logical manner, but also includes a variety of interesting and important applications. While adapted from his popular and
more extensive work, Field and Wave Electromagnetics, this text incorporates a number of innovative pedagogical features.
Each chapter begins with an overview which serves to offer qualitative guidance to the subject matter and motivate the
student. Review questions and worked examples throughout each chapter reinforce the student's understanding of the
material. Remarks boxes following the review questions and margin notes throughout the book serve as additional
pedagogical aids.

Advanced Dynamics
For courses in Electromagnetic Fields & Waves. Electromagnetic Waves continues the applied approach used in the authors'
successful Engineering Electromagnetics. The second book is appropriate for a second course in Electromagnetics that
covers the topic of waves and the application of Maxwell's equations to electromagnetic events.

Advanced Balisong Manual
This book provides students with a thorough theoretical understanding of electromagnetic field equations and it also treats
a large number of applications. The text is a comprehensive two-semester textbook. The work treats most topics in two
steps – a short, introductory chapter followed by a second chapter with in-depth extensive treatment; between 10 to 30
applications per topic; examples and exercises throughout the book; experiments, problems and summaries. The new
edition includes: modifications to about 30-40% of the end of chapter problems; a new introduction to electromagnetics
based on behavior of charges; a new section on units; MATLAB tools for solution of problems and demonstration of subjects;
most chapters include a summary. The book is an undergraduate textbook at the Junior level, intended for required classes
in electromagnetics. It is written in simple terms with all details of derivations included and all steps in solutions listed. It
requires little beyond basic calculus and can be used for self-study. The wealth of examples and alternative explanations
makes it very approachable by students. More than 400 examples and exercises, exercising every topic in the book
Includes 600 end-of-chapter problems, many of them applications or simplified applications Discusses the finite element,
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finite difference and method of moments in a dedicated chapter

Handbook of Engineering Electromagnetics
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there's Schaum's. This all-in-one-package includes
more than 350 fully solved problems, examples, and practice exercises to sharpen your problem-solving skills. Plus, you will
have access to 20 detailed videos featuring instructors who explain the most commonly tested problems--it's just like
having your own virtual tutor! You'll find everything you need to build confidence, skills, and knowledge for the highest
score possible. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams.
Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice
exercises to test your skills. This Schaum's Outline gives you 351 fully solved problems Exercises to help you test your
mastery of electromagnetics Support for all the major textbooks for electromagnetic courses Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study
time--and get your best test scores! Schaum's Outlines--Problem Solved.

Engineering Electromagnetics
Biophotonics is a burgeoning field that has afforded researchers and medical practitioners alike an invaluable tool for
implementing optical microscopy. Recent advances in research have enabled scientists to measure and visualize the
structural composition of cells and tissue while generating applications that aid in the detection of diseases such as cancer,
Alzheimer’s, and atherosclerosis. Rather than divulge a perfunctory glance into the field of biophotonics, this textbook aims
to fully immerse senior undergraduates, graduates, and research professionals in the fundamental knowledge necessary for
acquiring a more advanced awareness of concepts and pushing the field beyond its current boundaries. The authors furnish
readers with a pragmatic, quantitative, and systematic view of biophotonics, engaging such topics as light-tissue
interaction, the use of optical instrumentation, and formulating new methods for performing analysis. Designed for use in
classroom lectures, seminars, or professional laboratories, the inclusion and incorporation of this textbook can greatly
benefit readers as it serves as a comprehensive introduction to current optical techniques used in biomedical applications.
Caters to the needs of graduate and undergraduate students as well as R&D professionals engaged in biophotonics
research. Guides readers in the field of biophotonics, beginning with basic concepts before proceeding to more advanced
topics and applications. Serves as a primary text for attaining an in-depth, systematic view of principles and applications
related to biophotonics. Presents a quantitative overview of the fundamentals of biophotonic technologies. Equips readers
to apply fundamentals to practical aspects of biophotonics.
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Engineering Electromagnetics and Waves, Global Edition
Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics
Electromagnetics For Engineers (With Cd)
"Co-published with Oxford University Press Long considered the most comprehensive account of electromagnetic theory
and analytical methods for solving waveguide and cavity problems, this new Second Edition has been completely revised
and thoroughly updated -- approximately 40% new material!Packed with examples and applications FIELD THEORY OF
GUIDED WAVES provides solutions to a large number of practical structures of current interest. The book includes an
exceptionally complete discussion of scalar and Dyadic Green functions. Both a valuable review and source of basic
information on applied mathematical topics and a hands-on source for solution methods and techniques, this book belongs
on the desk of all engineers working in microwave and antenna systems!" Sponsored by: IEEE Antennas and Propagation
Society

Advanced Electromagnetics and Scattering Theory
This book is designed to serve as a core text for courses in advanced engineering mathematics required by many
engineering departments. The style of presentation is such that the student, with a minimum of assistance, can follow the
step-by-step derivations. Liberal use of examples and homework problems aid the student in the study of the topics
presented. Ordinary differential equations, including a number of physical applications, are reviewed in Chapter One. The
use of series methods are presented in Chapter Two, Subsequent chapters present Laplace transforms, matrix theory and
applications, vector analysis, Fourier series and transforms, partial differential equations, numerical methods using finite
differences, complex variables, and wavelets. The material is presented so that four or five subjects can be covered in a
single course, depending on the topics chosen and the completeness of coverage. Incorporated in this textbook is the use of
certain computer software packages. Short tutorials on Maple, demonstrating how problems in engineering mathematics
can be solved with a computer algebra system, are included in most sections of the text. Problems have been identified at
the end of sections to be solved specifically with Maple, and there are computer laboratory activities, which are more
difficult problems designed for Maple. In addition, MATLAB and Excel have been included in the solution of problems in
several of the chapters. There is a solutions manual available for those who select the text for their course. This text can be
used in two semesters of engineering mathematics. The many helpful features make the text relatively easy to use in the
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classroom.

Modern Antenna Handbook
Engineering Electromagnetics provides a solid foundation in electromagnetics fundamentals by emphasizing physical
understanding and practical applications. Electromagnetics, with its requirements for abstract thinking, can prove
challenging for students. The authors' physical and intuitive approach has produced a book that will inspire enthusiasm and
interest for the material. Benefiting from a review of electromagnetic curricula at several schools and repeated use in
classroom settings, this text presents material in a rigorous yet readable manner. FEATURES/BENEFITS Starts with coverage
of transmission lines before addressing fundamental laws, providing a smooth transition from circuits to electromagnetics.
Emphasizes physical understanding and the experimental bases of fundamental laws. Offers detailed examples and
numerous practical end-of-chapter problems, with each problem's topical content clearly identified. Provides historical
notes, abbreviated biographies, and hundreds of footnotes to motivate interest and enhance understanding. Back Cover
Benefiting from a review of electromagnetics curricula at several schools and repeated use in classroom settings, this text
presents material in a comprehensive and practical yet readable manner. Features: Starts with coverage of transmission
lines before addressing fundamental laws, providing a smooth transition from circuits to electromagnetics. Emphasizes
physical understanding and the experimental bases of fundamental laws. Offers detailed examples and numerous practical
end-of-chapter problems, with each problem's topical content clearly identified. Provides historical notes, abbreviated
biographies, and hundreds of footnotes to motivate interest and enhance understanding.

Field and Wave Electromagnetics
This text examines applications and covers statics with an emphasis on the dynamics of engineering electromagnetics. This
edition features a new chapter on electromagnetic principles for photonics, and sections on cylindrical metallic waveguides
and losses in waveguides and resonators.

Electromagnetics
Respected for its accuracy, its smooth and logical flow of ideas, and its clear presentation, 'Field and Wave
Electromagnetics' has become an established textbook in the field of electromagnetics. This book builds the
electromagnetic model using an axiomatic approach in steps: first for static electric fields, then for static magnetic fields,
and finally for time-varying fields leading to Maxwell's equations.
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A Laboratory Manual in Biophotonics
The topics treated in this book are essentially those that a graduate student of physics or electrical engineering should be
familiar with in classical electromagnetism. Each topic is analyzed in detail, and each new concept is explained with
examples.The text is self-contained and oriented toward the student. It is concise and yet very detailed in mathematical
calculations; the equations are explicitly derived, which is of great help to students and allows them to concentrate more on
the physics concepts, rather than spending too much time on mathematical derivations. The introduction of the theory of
special relativity is always a challenge in teaching electromagnetism, and this topic is considered with particular care. The
value of the book is increased by the inclusion of a large number of exercises.

Electromagnetics for Engineers
A modern vector oriented treatment of classical dynamics and its application to engineering problems.

Field Theory of Guided Waves
This well-known undergraduate electrodynamics textbook is now available in a more affordable printing from Cambridge
University Press. The Fourth Edition provides a rigorous, yet clear and accessible treatment of the fundamentals of
electromagnetic theory and offers a sound platform for explorations of related applications (AC circuits, antennas,
transmission lines, plasmas, optics and more). Written keeping in mind the conceptual hurdles typically faced by
undergraduate students, this textbook illustrates the theoretical steps with well-chosen examples and careful illustrations. It
balances text and equations, allowing the physics to shine through without compromising the rigour of the math, and
includes numerous problems, varying from straightforward to elaborate, so that students can be assigned some problems
to build their confidence and others to stretch their minds.

Schaum's Outline of Electromagnetics, 4th Edition
CD-ROM contains: Demonstration exercises -- Complete solutions -- Problem statements.

Antenna Theory
Taking a vector-first approach, this text provides a balanced presentation of a host of topics including electrostatics,
magnetostatics, fields, waves, and applications like transmission lines, waveguides, and antennas. The new edition includes
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new Application Notes detailing real-worldconnections, a revised math pre-test for professors to assess students'
mathematical skills, and new and updated problems.

Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics
New edition of a classic textbook, introducing students to electricity and magnetism, featuring SI units and additional
examples and problems.
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